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ABSTRACT: We report femtosecond time-resolved measurements of the McLafferty rearrange-
ment following the strong-field tunnel ionization of 2-pentanone, 4-methyl-2-pentanone, and 4,4-
dimethyl-2-pentanone. The pump−probe-dependent yields of the McLafferty product ion are fit to
a biexponential function with fast (∼100 fs) and slow (∼10 ps) time constants, the latter of which
is faster for the latter two compounds. Following nearly instantaneous ionization, the fast time
scale is associated with rotation of the molecule to a six-membered cyclic intermediate that
facilitates transfer of the γ-hydrogen, while the ∼50−100 times longer time scale is associated with
a π-bond rearrangement and bond cleavage between the α- and β-carbons to produce the enol
cation. These experimental measurements are supported by ab initio molecular dynamics
trajectories, which further confirm the time scale of this important stepwise reaction in mass
spectrometry.

Presently, ab initio prediction of the fragmentation patterns
that aid in the identification of compounds in mass

spectrometry remains a challenge.1−3 The energy gained by a
molecule during electron ionization is sufficient to trigger
multiple reactions with tens of different products. However,
their associated time scales remain largely unknown. Revealing
the ultrafast time scales of the multiple competing reaction
pathways following electron ionization would be beneficial to
better understand the processes that lead to the observed
fragmentation pattern. This information could help refine
theories aimed at predicting the branching ratios among the
competing reactions occurring during the fragmentation of
radical cations far from equilibrium and aid in molecular design
to control the yield of specific fragment ions.
One of the better known fragmentation mechanisms in mass

spectrometry is the McLafferty rearrangement.4 As shown in
Scheme 1, the McLafferty rearrangement occurring in radical

cations is characterized by a γ-hydrogen transfer to a double-
bonded atom through a six-membered transition state followed
by β-carbon bond cleavage to produce a neutral olefin. First
noticed in aliphatic acids, ketones, and aldehydes,4−7 the
rearrangement was found to be analogous to the Norrish type
II reaction in neutrals.6 While some studies have considered it
to be a concerted mechanism,8−10 there is abundant evidence
for a stepwise mechanism.11−13 The product formed by
aliphatic ketones was identified as an enol cation because it is
more stable than a ketone cation, whereas the opposite is true
for neutral molecules.14−16 Interestingly, the enol to ketone
isomerization occurs in a nonergodic process leading to the
loss of the newly formed methyl group.17,18 The appearance of
nonergodic products in mass spectrometry19 is difficult to
predict via statistical methods such as quasi-equilibrium
theory20 and Rice−Ramsperger−Kassel−Marcus theory.21,22
Nonergodic processes have the potential to break strong
chemical bonds while leaving weak bonds intact, with
important applications in post-translational modification
mapping in proteomics.23 Time-resolved studies of the Norrish
type II reaction on 2-pentanone, 2-hexanone, and 5-methyl-2-
hexanone have been carried out, with results suggesting a
stepwise mechanism with a fast (70−90 fs) H transfer followed
by a slow (400−700 fs) cleavage.24 Here we focus on the time-
resolved dynamics of the McLafferty rearrangement, with
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Scheme 1. Generalized McLafferty Rearrangement
Mechanism of a Methyl Ketone Initiated by Strong-Field
Ionization (SFI)a

aIn this study, R1 and R2 are H and H in 2-pentanone, H and CH3 in
4-methyl-2-pentanone, and CH3 and CH3 in 4,4-dimethyl-2-
pentanone.
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sufficient time resolution to distinguish between nonsynchro-
nous concerted and stepwise mechanisms.25

Here we measure the time scales of the McLafferty
rearrangement reaction (Scheme 1) in 2-pentanone, 4-
methyl-2-pentanone, and 4,4-dimethyl-2-pentanone. For the
time-resolved measurements, an 800 nm, 35 fs Ti:sapphire
laser compressed by multiphoton intrapulse interference phase
scan (MIIPS)26 is split into two pulses with peak intensities of
1 × 1014 W/cm2 and 4 × 1013 W/cm2, respectively. The pump
pulse singly ionizes (Figures S1 and S2) the molecules via
tunnel ionization (Table S1), depositing tens of electronvolts
of energy into the molecule and initiating the McLafferty
rearrangement. The time-delayed probe pulse disrupts product
formation.27 Note that once the reaction is complete, the
probe pulse can no longer appreciably affect the yield of the
products. By scanning the time delay between the pump and
probe pulses, one can measure the fragmentation dynamics
following ionization. During our measurements, unimolecular
reaction conditions are ensured by the lack of molecular
clusters and because the mean time between molecular
collisions is 10 orders of magnitude longer than the experiment
time (50 ps) and 4 orders of magnitude longer than the time to
detection. Additionally, to ensure that our results are relevant
to electron ionization mass spectrometry (EI-MS), the
intensity of the pump pulse was attenuated until the resulting
mass spectrum resembled the mass spectrum obtained via EI-
MS,28 and thus, the energy deposited into the molecule was
similar to that deposited during 70 eV EI-MS (see Figure S3).
The mass spectrum contains the ion yields of all of the
thermodynamically possible reactions. Both reaction pathway
selection and the time constant depend on the internal energy
gained during ionization, which for electron ionization as well
as for ultrafast ionization used here is quite broad (10−20
eV).29 Finally, the time between ionization and detection,
which in our case is ≤10 μs, must also influence the observed
fragmentation pattern. The McLafferty rearrangement product
yields for pump-only strong-field ionization (SFI) and EI-MS
are shown in Table 1. From the similarities between the
McLafferty product ion yields obtained by the two methods,
we confirm that SFI provides similar internal energy to the
molecules as EI-MS.

Time-resolved measurements for three different methyl
ketones track the yield of the m/z 58 ion, which corresponds
to the McLafferty product, as a function of pump−probe delay.
The time-dependent data are listed in Figure 1.
The time-dependent yield was fitted to the following

function, derived in other works.27 Since the data show both
fast and slow components, two exponential rise terms were
included in the fitting function, along with a decay term
following time zero and an offset term:
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Here the constants τrised1
and τrised2

indicate the time scales of the
dynamics of the McLafferty rearrangement, a−e are amplitude
coefficients, τdecay describes the decay following the time-zero
spike, and τoffset accounts for asymmetry in yield between
negative and long positive time delays. The frequency-swept
sinusoidal term S(t, τdamp) was included only when fitting 4-
methyl-2-pentanone to account for coherent oscillations. In
this term, τdamp is the damping time constant for the
oscillations, T is the period, and f 0 is the constant that
describes the frequency sweep. The two time scales that
describe the McLafferty rearrangement (τrised1

, τrised2
) of each

Table 1. Measured Yields of the McLafferty Rearrangement
Product Ion (m/z 58) from Pump-Only (∼1 × 1014 W/cm2)
Strong-Field Ionization and 70 eV EI-MS (NIST)a

compound SFI NIST28

2-pentanone 0.02 0.05
4-methyl-2-pentanone 0.10 0.12
4,4-dimethyl-2-pentanone 0.14 0.11

aYields have been normalized to the sum of all ions above m/z 14.
SFI mass spectra of the three compounds can be found in Figure S3.

Figure 1. Pump−probe dependent ion yields of the McLafferty
rearrangement product (m/z 58) for 2-pentanone (red), 4-methyl-2-
pentanone (green), and 4,4-dimethyl-2-pentanone (blue). Dots
indicate experimental points, and lines indicate fits using eq 1. An
additional term was added to the curve fit to account for the
oscillatory behavior. Yields have been normalized so the minimum of
the depletion is 0 and yield at negative times is 1. The top figure
shows the time-dependent curves during the first 5 ps, while the
bottom shows the first 50 ps. The inset in the top figure shows the
isolated oscillatory behavior of the product yield for 4-methyl-2-
pentanone.
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compound are summarized in Table 2. It should be noted that
the data in Figure 1 are normalized for visual aid. The extracted

time scales from eq 1 are independent of this normalization.
Additionally, 2-pentanone had an additional Pi term to account
for dynamics at long (≥50 ps) positive time delays. While
these results are for low (1 × 1014 W/cm2) pump intensity, it
should be noted that when the pump pulse that initiates the
dynamics is of a higher intensity (5 × 1014 W/cm2), more
energy can be deposited into the molecule, affecting the yields
and time scales (see Figures S4 and S5 and Table S3).
The complex interplay between fragmentation channels

responsible for the observed mass spectrum can be resolved by
direct measurement of their time scales. One can gain
perspective on the values compiled in Table 2 by comparing
the time scales of the McLafferty rearrangement to simpler
reactions such as α- or β-carbon bond cleavage. In Figure 2, we
show the time-dependent yields of two of these competing
fragmentation channels in 4,4-dimethyl-2-pentanone following
strong (5 × 1014 W/cm2) pump ionization, a condition where
we can associate the dynamics to α and β cleavage individually.
The fast time constants of the α and β cleavage channels under
these conditions are ∼150 and ∼500 fs, respectively. These
time scales correlate to the yields of their products (m/z 43 =
20% and m/z 57 = 3%) under these conditions. The variation
in time scales and stabilities of these competing pathways
affects the yield of the McLafferty rearrangement. Considering
the fast time scale of the α and β channel products, one can
understand their higher yields as they compete with the slower
McLafferty rearrangement, which takes several picoseconds to
complete.
We propose the following explanation for the observed time

scale and yield trends of the McLafferty rearrangement for the
three compounds studied here. Regarding the τ1 time scale, it
reports on the bond rotation necessary to attain the critical
cyclic geometry and the hydrogen transfer. Upon ionization,
the cyclic geometry is a more stable configuration than the
linear geometry.13 Attaining this geometry requires torsional
motion because prior to ionization most molecules are far from
the cyclic structure (see Figure S6). This time scale is relatively
fast due to the downhill potential energy surface along this
reaction coordinate.13 We attribute the τ1 time scale to the
time for the molecules to rotate to the cyclic geometry and
undergo proton transfer. This time scale is consistent with
prior studies of gas-phase proton transfer time scales.24,30

The τ2 time scale, which is about 50−100 times slower than
τ1, reports on the β-carbon bond cleavage. We find a significant
decrease in the τ2 time scale between 2-pentanone and the
branched ketones (see Table 2). To gain further insight into
the measured time scales, ab initio molecular dynamics

(AIMD) trajectories of the photodissociation of singly ionized
2-pentanone and 4-methyl-2-pentanone were conducted at the
roωB97/6-31++G** level.31−33 From these calculations, we
observed that the McLafferty rearrangement always occurs via
a stepwise mechanism with a fast formation of the six-
membered cyclic transition state and proton transfer step
followed by a slower bond cleavage and enol cation formation
step (see the Supporting Information and Supporting Videos 1,
2, and 3). It is the long τ2 time scale that we find to be
surprising. If this step required exclusively electronic motion,
then it would be completed a few orders of magnitude faster.
Instead, we find experimentally and through examination of
AIMD trajectories that this step requires significant exploration
of multiple internal degrees of freedom to reach the molecular
geometry that enables the π-electron rearrangement. In other
words, the molecular wave function explores the multidimen-
sional potential energy surface until it finds the transition state
responsible for π-electron rearrangement and dissociation into
an enol and olefin. This vibrational control of an ostensibly
pure electronic motion parallels the Marcus picture of electron
transfer.34 This process depends on the total amount of energy
available and the rate of the intramolecular vibrational energy
redistribution (IVR). The τ2 time scale is faster when the
product is a substituted ethylene because the IVR rate depends
on the density of states and therefore increases with the
addition of methyl groups. These two facts explain why the τ2
time scale is ∼2 times faster for the methyl-substituted 2-
pentanones.

Table 2. Measured Time Scales of the McLafferty
Rearrangement Product Ion for 2-Pentanone, 4-Methyl-2-
pentanone, and 4,4-Dimethyl-2-pentanonea

compound τ1 (fs) τ2 (ps)
2-pentanone 135 ± 30 15.8 ± 1.5
4-methyl-2-pentanone 186 ± 5 5.90 ± 0.73
4,4-dimethyl-2-pentanone 916 ± 180 7.35 ± 0.85

aResults were obtained with the pump pulse intensity adjusted to
match the EI-MS results. Coefficients correspond to the τ’s in eq 1
and are shown with ±95% error bars. Coefficients of the full fit can be
found in Table S2.

Figure 2. Pump−probe-dependent ion yields of the α bond cleavage
product (m/z 43) in green, the β bond cleavage product (m/z 57) in
light blue, and the McLafferty rearrangement product (m/z 58) in
dark blue. Dots indicate experimental points, and lines indicate
biexponential fits. Ionization was initiated following irradiation with a
strong (5 × 1014 W/cm2) pump. All curves are shown for 4,4-
dimethyl-2-pentanone, with R1 = CH3 and R2 = CH3. This was
required because the other two compounds under study have
overlapping peaks for the α and β cleavage channels or no presence
of the β cleavage. Yields have been normalized so that the yield at
negative times is 1. The α cleavage channel has a fast time scale of
∼150 fs, while the β cleavage channel has a fast time scale of ∼500 fs.
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In conclusion, we present femtosecond time-resolved studies
of the McLafferty rearrangement in 2-pentanone, branched 4-
methyl-2-pentanone, and 4,4-dimethyl-2-pentanone. These
measurements were made possible by ultrafast disruptive
probing, a method capable of following tens of reaction
pathways synchronously.27 We find that the main ionic
product of this reaction reflects two time scales. The first
time scale is associated with the internal rotation necessary to
achieve the six-membered cyclic structure that facilitates the
proton transfer. The second and ∼50−100 times slower time
scale is associated with bond rearrangement and β-carbon
bond cleavage. Measurement of simpler reaction pathways
involving a single bond cleavage, such as α bond cleavage,
revealed much faster dynamics. Ultrafast time-resolved studies
of fundamental reactions of radical cations far from
equilibrium, such as this one, inform efforts to predict
fragment ion yields following electron ionization mass
spectrometry. Identifying critical competing pathways and
transition states by this type of study can also help control
product yields via molecular design.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
The compounds 2-pentanone, 4-methyl-2-pentanone, and 4,4-
dimethyl-2-pentanone were purchased from Millipore Sigma at
≥98% and used without further purification. We employed a
Wiley−McLaren time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer35

and an amplified femtosecond laser pulse as the excitation
source (Figure 3). The samples to be studied were freeze−
pump−thawed and introduced to the TOF chamber as an
effusive beam through a needle valve. The pressure in the
chamber was kept at 2 × 10−6 Torr during data collection, and
when the valve was closed, the pressure quickly dropped to 5 ×
10−8 Torr. To ionize the molecules, a 35 fs, 800 nm pulse from
a Ti:sapphire regeneratively amplified laser was used. These
pulses were generated at a 1 kHz repetition rate and had a
pulse energy of 1 mJ, directly out of the amplifier. Pulses were
then sent to a pulse shaper running the multiphoton intrapulse
interference phase scan (MIIPS) software, which corrects all
orders of the spectral phase distortions present in the pulses.26

The deviation from transform-limited pulses was kept below
0.2% for all measurements. After pulse compression, the pulses
were split into a strong pump (1 × 1014 W/cm2) and a weak

probe (4 × 1013 W/cm2) using a beam splitter. The intensities
at the focus were calibrated using the ratio of doubly to singly
ionized argon.36 For yield measurements, the probe was
blocked, so that only the strong pump interacted with the
molecules inside the chamber. The probe pulse was sent to a
variable delay stage so that the time delay between the pump
and probe pulses could be controlled with femtosecond
resolution. These pulses were then recombined using a
beamsplitter and sent into the TOF chamber, where a 300
mm gold-coated back-focusing mirror was used to focus the
beam. Molecules in the focus were then ionized and sent to a
microchannel plate detector by a +2168 V repeller plate and a
+1080 V extractor plate separated by 10 mm. Note that with
this setup only cations were detected. Ion signals originating at
the microchannel plate detectors were then digitized in an
oscilloscope and stored in a computer for later analysis and
processing.
The main method used to measure the dynamics and time

scales of the McLafferty rearrangement is called disruptive
probing.27 Here the probe pulse is scanned in time using the
delay stage, and the yield of each ion in the mass spectrum is
tracked as a function of the time delay between the pump and
probe pulses. While the pump pulse is strong enough to ionize
and fragment the target molecules, the probe pulse can only
disrupt the formation of an ion as it is in the process of being
formed. The probe pulse cannot form ions on its own and does
not appreciably affect the ions once they have been formed.
Since ions generally cannot be further fragmented by the probe
pulse but are susceptible to yield changes during their
formation, the yields seen in the pump−probe delay curves
measure the molecular dynamics that leads to a particular ion.
Ions whose formation is disrupted cause a corresponding
increase in yield of several other product ions. Thus, the probe
pulse couples ion channels during the transient states of the
molecule during fragmentation but not appreciably afterward.
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Figure 3. Experimental setup of a pump−probe scheme for disruptive probing measurements. Abbreviations: BS, beam splitter; VD, variable delay
stage; TOF-MS, time-of-flight mass spectrometer.
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